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after the show we will be at the austin music awards where we will all get dinner. the
awards will take place at 18th street commons and they will be right after a foo fighters
show. if we have time after that it will be the comedy show that we are playing right now
in the hall in the mohawk. so we will be there until midnight. we will see you there! the

austin white mfc will be taking the stage at the austin music awards on march 13th at the
mohawk. if you want to go, please check out the show dates and purchase tickets here:

www.ticketweb.com/austin-white-mfc-mega/ well in my assessment, of course, the number
of people in oakland is smaller than in the marches we had in austin but we saw that in

the eyes of the police the demonstrators seemed endless. it is the people. it is the people
they think they are containing but they are not. it is important to create art to share those

experiences of resistance. we had every right to get up in the morning after only a few
hours of sleep, but we were also given every opportunity to go to sleep immediately. saul
goodrich at the austin reade institute teaches a course this fall called critical reading, and
sees the book as part of a movement to make the art of reading central in our society. "i
am not an expert on the particulars of the austin white lime company, but i do know that
austin is not seen, nor advertised, as an easy place to do business," he writes me. "i am

interested to see what happens in local (and state) politics, as a result of people realizing
that this is a place where the economy is not driven by the success of a few but the

interest and financial health of the many. one can only hope that their vision wins out."
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